Empire
SERIES

™

Frameless glass shower
enclosures feature large
rollers for a modern,
industrial look that
becomes the centerpiece
of any bathroom.

Cardinal’s elegant Empire Series offers a bold,
contemporary look in frameless, sliding-door glass
shower enclosures, designed to be the centerpiece of
any bathroom. Empire shower enclosures have one fixed
glass panel and one sliding glass panel, with a number
of configuration options. Empire Series enclosures
can accommodate nearly any opening, with dozens of
available glass options to choose from.

Empire
TruFit Series™

Cardinal’s versatile TruFit Series is the solution for elegant, frameless, swing-door glass
shower enclosures that are easy to configure, order, install and fit. By design, TruFit shower
enclosures readily accommodate imperfect vertical surfaces. Reversible swing doors feature
pre-assembled, self-centering hinges and hinge rails for time-saving installation.

Empire™ Series

Cardinal’s elegant Empire Series offers a bold, contemporary
look in frameless, sliding-door glass shower enclosures,
designed to be the centerpiece of any bathroom. Empire
shower enclosures have one fixed glass panel with a number
of configuration options. Empire Series enclosures can
accommodate nearly any opening, with dozens of available
glass options to choose from.
•

Customizable to a wide range of widths to 72”, with
heights up to 80”

•

3/8” clear glass standard, with dozens of glass options
available

•

Designs feature bold glass clips or u-channel and four
large rollers

•

2-1/4” recessed pull for easy opening and closing, with
other pull options available

•

Door overlaps between 1” to 3”

Finish Options
Empire Series enclosures are available with two stock
hardware finishes: Polished Stainless Steel and Brushed
Stainless Steel.

Glass Options
Empire Series enclosures are available in standard glass,
patterned glass, cast glass and other options.
Artisan glass options include Satori™ printed glass,
sandblasted glass, chipped edge glass and Vista™ grid
pattern printed glass.

Cardinal 10™ Surface Protection
All Empire Series frameless enclosures
are available with Cardinal’s proprietary
Cardinal 10™ Surface Protection as an
optional upgrade. Cardinal 10 provides
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an extra layer of protection that creates
an easy-clean, non-stick surface that
repels soap scum, grime, mineral buildup,
and more. Cardinal 10 can be easily
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maintained using a wide range of
standard glass-cleaning solutions.

